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Ready or not, university students lose LUIS
by Biii Cushing
EDITOR IN CHIEF

This weekend the Library
User Information Service
(LUIS) catalog system of the
nine state university libraries,
plus of some community colleges, gets a facelift in the form
of a new mainframe for operations.

"I think people are disap- leviate some of the problems.
There is a trade-off involved
Perhaps the biggest dilemma
in this increase of capabilities: pointed but they understand,"
the service is being shut down said Anne Marie Allison, di- is in the timing ofboth the procerector of the university library, dure and notmadion concerning
until completion of the work.
The operation is being per- concerning the cutoff of ser- · it. Allison was not informed ofthe
formed by the Florida Center vices during the first weekend situation until last ThUrsday. On
the same day she sent out notes
for Library Operation· (FC.W ) of classes.
She
pointed
out
that
the
CD
throughthe"profs,"computermail
with the Northeast Regional
.
w
ill
be
available
to
access
system, along with stickers and
roms
Data Center(NERDC), the state
journals
and
that
patrons
using
bulletins
to faculty.
universitys' electronic nerve centhe reference librarians will al"We and the fo1ks at FCLO
ter located in Gainesville.

were of the impression that the
libraries are lightly used that
weekend," said Ron Schoenau,
director of NERDC.
Jim Corey of the FCW explained that once the policy
board approves the action, it is
scheduled by NERDC.
"It would have been better to
LUIS continued page 3

Ambassador speaks of
peace in the Middle East

SPRING·ING INTO THE LEAD

by Marti< Schlueb
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Israel's ambassador to the United
States will speak Thursday evening on
Middle Eastern issues.
Zalman Shoval, the Israeli ambas- ,
sador since 1990, ~ill lecture on the
"Vision of Peace in the Middle East" in
the Visual Arts Auditorium ~e are
highly excited about it," said Judaic
Studies Director Moshe Pelli. ~e have
been trying to get the ambassador for a
longtime."
Shoval was educated in the United
States and Switzerland, as ~ell as his
native Israel. Prior to his appointment
as ambassador, he served as a member
ofthe Israeli Knesset (Parliament) from
1970 to 1981 anafrom 1988-1990.
He has been a member of Israel's
delegation tothe U.N. GeneralAssembly since 1977.
Shoval has written numerous newspaper and periodical articles on politics, history and economics. His articles have been published in several
languages in Israel and in some other
countries abroad.
Shoval was one of the founders of
the Dayan Center for Middle Eastern
Studies at Tel Aviv.University and is
currently a member of the university's
Board of Trustees.
The Juda~c Studies Program is hosting the event which includes ~ recep-

Israel's Ambassador to the U.S.
Zalman Shoval. <F11e Photo>
tion at 6:30 p.m. in honor of Shoval
before the lecture.
The reception will feature an Israeli buffet and costs $18.
"We1l have sort of a Near-East feeling, without the feelings of the Near
East. There will be no border clashes
here!" Pelli said.
The lecture, scheduled at 8 p.m., is
free and open to the public.
The lecture is part of the Judaic
Studies Distinguished Lecturers Series, which hosts speakers about six
times a year.

Martin Luther King Day

Ashley Guzdzial jumps into action as she practices her
cheerleading skills. Guzdzial is preparing to jump from th3
hands of Jacier Peraza, leftr and Kurt Halls. <Dc1Hoog.iFuruRE>

In honor of Martin Luther King Day, all classes will be cancelled Monday
at the University ofCentral Florida. Check the News Bits section for activities
hosted by various campus organizations in observance of the holiday.

Laser transportation pJans completion of shelter by late January
by Steve Turner

Accordiiig to Dick Paradise, direct.Or of
the Physical Plant, the construction on bus
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
stop shelters for the stop near the Wild
.Afmr Jan. 22, those who wish t.o take Piu.a will be completed by Jan. 22.
advant.age of LASER buses will no longer _ The three-sided shelter will be conhave to second guess Mother Nature.
structed of aluminum and plexiglass and

will cover a bench. This shelter will be
similar t.o those for bus stops downt.own.
The shelter has been in the works for
sometime. Florida's unpredictable weather
made the plans a higher priority. "It [the
shelter] has been a long time coming but

CLASSIFIEDS page 6

concerns were raised by the hail st.onn,"
said Brian Hanshuh a Student Govemment representative ~n the University Activity Cent.er Transportation Authority.
SHELTER continued page 3

•

ANNOUNCING

•

the establishment of the

UCF Nontraditional Student Association
UCF Student Government has provided resources for the creation of an organization
dedicated to serving the needs of the Nontraditional Student.
Nontraditional Students, for the purposes of association, ,are defined as those who have had an
interruption in the normal progression of academic advancement, or those who, for one reason or
another, find themselves in a university setting with the added burden of childcare, employment, or
other responsibilities which may limit their ability to devote their full attention to academic endeavors.

•

•

•

•

Organizational Meetings will be held on:
.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20, AT 12:00 PM IN THE STUDENT ORGANIZATION LOUNGE (SOL)
AND ·

:.

I

THURSDAY, JANUARY 21, AT 7:00 PM IN STUDENT CENTER 211

•

Agenda:

Committee Assignments
Selection of Officers

•

For further information and directions contact Gina Edwards, Nontraditional Student Advocate, Student Government Office, 823-2191.

•

.
•

•

•

..
•

•

•
•

•

•
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Author bigbHghts Florida in _'"lb.e land Remembered'
by Juan Martinez
f

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Novelist Patrick D. Smith spoke with
a thick southern accent of a Florida that
once existed in "The Land Remembered,"
at the Orange County Historical Museum Sunday.
His lecture centered on the historical
sources ofhis novel. He offer~d a wealth
of information on the heritage and culture of America's first frontier land,
" Florida. Before the West, Smith said,
Florida was wild, dangerous and vibrant.
Bears outnumbered people, Smith said,
but things have changed. Condominiums were built on the bear's domain.
Smith said Florida was the first place
•· to ever receive cattle. The cows swam
ashore from the shipwrecks of Spaniards. People would hunt the cows down
and brand them, until they had enough
to own a herd, "until someone shot you in
the back and got your cows," Smith said.

Florida was also known for violence.
The town of Arcadia once had the highest murder rate in the nation.
It was a hard life for the pioneers, a
tough life and one worth remembering,
he said. Smith conducted several interviews and compiled memories for his
novel. He interviewed Floridians at their
homes, sitting in a rocking chair on a
front porch- a vanishing architectural
landmark.
Smith compiled stories about a tornado that swept up a lake and drowned
more than 2000 people. And then there
was the sheriff who gained his medal by

pushing criminals through walls. There McDonald's," Smith said.
were other incidents, too many to count,
Smith also talked of his other novels
that shaped what Florida is today.
that share a Florida theme. "Forever
HeformedhisfirstimpressionofFlorida Island," his first novel, deals with an old
whenhewasaboy on vacation, ridingalong Seminole Indian who confronts developwith his family at 10 mph and warehing a ment in the Everglades. After months of
panther stare lazily atthe car as it sat on the research,Smith formed a friendship with
road. He said five cars were considered a a Seminole Indian, gaining both valutraffic jam then in Fort Lauderdale. He able information and a life-long friend.
recalled the orange groves and the sign~ Smith, in fact, is an honorary Seminole '
that said "Welcome" and "Help Yourself," hidian. "Forever Island" was rejected
rather than today's "Prosecutors Will be many times before a publisher finally
Shot" and "Beware of Dog." He said there accepted it.
were no fences and a pool was a novelty.
Hispextnovel was"Angel City,"which
Smith said in Miami's beach could be seen dealt with migrant labor camps. His
from anywhere.
book was made into a film which led to
In writing "A Land Remembered," tougher federal and st.ate laws to better
Smith hoped people would get in touch conditions for migrant workers.
with the pioneer heritage. He was not,
Smith believes all novels must enterhowever, dwelling in the past. The past, tain. He also believes some must, at
Smith said, is gone.
times, go one step beyond.
"However, there are people here in
"They must present a phase of life as
Florida who could not envision a time it once existed, and must illuminate the
without Winn-Dixie or Publix, or human heart," he said.

Ann Marino, an art history major, uses the LUIS catalog for research.

"We are doing a swap of an obsolete mainframe for
a new one [beginning] at about 5 am. on Saturday,"
Schoenau said.
He explained that the current processor occupies
almost 1,000 square feet and handles data for instructional research, registration, administrative functions
and university operational systems beside the LUIS
system.
The upgraded equipment and chassis will double
memory and speed up the processing time.
The total cost of the upgrade, along with the instaliiation comes to $5 million according to Corey. IBM is
contracting the job and selling the system.
With this new upgrade, Corey said there won't be a
need for another upgrade for at least a decade.
While Schoenau explained that his center "operates
on a fee-per-service basis," he emphasized that "there
is not going to be any additional drain on any of the
libraries. Its going to be paid for out ofrevenue that is
reasonably projected out of current appropriations."
"In fact, NERDC receives their money through service fees from their customers," Corey said.
"We started working on this early in 1992 and we
settled on what we were going to do," Schoenau said.
"This started in late January and it was finally in
October that we had the vendor offered."
Why notification of the shutdown was so long in
coming is still a puzzle.
"It'll be a strain on our people but our staff and our
c:ustomers always come through," Allison said.
"I was dealing with FCLO and it was my understanding that this was handled through the FCLO
board," Schoenau said.

LUIS ·

SHELTER
FROM PAGE 1
The addition ofthe shelter may make riding the

<DeHoog/FUTURE

bus more appealing,
Hanshuh said. " With
the addition ofthe shelter, I think ridership will
increase," he said.

The completion of this
project was a team effort
between the university, student government and
UACTA, Hanshuh said.

UACTA is a committee
with representatives from
UCF'S student government, the research park
and area businesses.
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Losing LUIS provides
students with 'real'
learning experience
he state university system, and UCF
along with it, will be the recipients ofa
belated Christmas present this weekend: an updated and improved version of
LUIS in the library.
Unfortunately, -this "gift" comes with the
pricetag of a weekend of no LUIS system at
all. This means that there will be virtually no
way, other than CD roms and reference librarians, to find material in the library.
The question we had was, "Why wasn't
this sort of thing done over the month-long
Christmas break?"
In order to answer this question we went to
the Florida Center for Library Operation
(FCLO). They told us that the scheduling is
handled by the Northeast Regional Data
Center (NERDC).
NERDC told us that the FCLO didn't want
the change made over the break because the
registrar needed the computer in service for
registration activities.
Registrar John Bush, however, said that
no one asked him about the shutdown. Not
that it mattered; NERDC later told us that
the registrar here doesn't even use the same
computer system.
Are you all following this? You're doing
better than we are, then. All we wanted was
the answer to our relatively simple question;
all we got was the bureacratic run around.
No matter who planned to change this
system and why they (or it) scheduled it for
a time that classes are in session rather than
when they are not, there is still the inescapable fact that- in the end-the library staff
at UCF got no word of this happening until
last Thursday, and the· fact that the event
was happening was known far earlier than
that, perhaps as far back as October.
Why were the people who·would have to
deal with the system shutdown left in the
dark until the last minute?
That, it seems, will never be known.
Don't get us wrong. We're happy that at
least someone (we're still not exactly sure
who) had the fo~esight to upgrade the LUIS
system before it crashed, perhaps during the
last week of school in some not-too-distant
semester; and the inconvenience is actually
going ·to be minimal, at least according to
plans.
Perhaps we can turn this little display of
"bureacracy as usual" into a practical lesson
for our later life.
After all, the chances are good that at least
some of us now in school will be in positions
of power later, and it would be nice if-when
that time comes - we remember what happened to us and consider those who will be
affected by our decisions.
,

T
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How about a break "for those
riot caring:about Madonna?
.

.

Bill Cushing ·

.'·w

WHAT'S NEXT?
ell, 1992 turned out
to be pretty much a
.
year of surprises.
Politically,
the
· Democrats regained control
of both the White House
and Congress for the first .
time since the days of LBJ;
George Bush started the
year as the hero ofthe world
and ended it as a chump;
and Mikhail Gorbachev was taken by a coup _a nd the
coup was flaunted by the Soviet people only to have
Gorby ousted and replaced by Boris Yeltsin, who
seems himself tO be teetering on the edge these days.
For the first time ever, an animated film won an
Oscar as Best Picture of the Year and as 1992 closed
out, Michael Eisner must've been rubbing his hands
in glee as his studio's newest release threatens to
repeat in '93.
Then Hurricane Hugo, billed as the worst hurricane in American history, was dethroned by Andrew.
At the same time, Prince Charles had almost the
same thing happen because of problems with his
"marriage of the century," and even his mom promised to pay taxes-an event unheard offrom royalty.
But one thing that was consistent last year (just as
it was the year before that, and the year before that,
ad nauseam) was that every time Madonna released
anything, said anything, did anything or even farted
'

- it was splashed all over the news.
Now, it may come as a surprise to many people out
there but there are some of us who do not find
Madonna either talented, beautiful, erotic or even ·"
worth the time it takes to read or hear about her or
her misadventures.
That's right.
Believe it or not, there are some of us who could
care less what the "material girl" doe,s, and we have
become quite weary ofhearing about her exploits (or
exploitation).
In short, let's give this Madonna character a rest.
She is not original.
If she isn't ripping off Marilyn Monroe, she uses
cheap effects to shock her audience - an indication
of just how shallow that audience really is.
She is not talented.
Oh, one or two of her songs sound good, but given
the way the recording industry is operated, how do
we really know it's her singing and not Milli Vanilli?
· And she is not (contrary to her own words) an
artist in any way, shape or form.
If she is anything at all, it is an entertainer. And
that title is questionable.
I will give her this- she is one hell of a merchandiser and she knows how to tum a buck. Every step
of the way alorig her career has been an example of
how to carbonate the hormones of teenaged boys
while selling "fashion" (a state of existence so ugly it
has to be changed every six months, according to
Oscar Wilde, a true revolutionary) to young female
Madonna-wannabes.
So she does know how to sell a schill.
But so did P. T. Barnum.
And we didn't have to hear about him all the time.
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Former greek urges both sides to open up
Shannon Martin
CAMPUS COMMENTARY
would like to take this time to say that I have
had it with the negative comments launched
from independents to greeks and vice versa.
It is safe to assume that most independents do not
regard the greek system with great enthusiasm, and
that greeks cannot comprehend the stand to remain
an independent.
Both sides relentlessly practice finding fault with
what they don't understand. I was a greek for about
a semester and a half, so I have seen student life from
both sides of the fence.
I pledged to a fraternity my second semester at
UCF. I admit, greek life interested me. I fell victim
to the typical freshman brainwashing- "Ifyou ain't
greek, you ain't ____!"
Unfortunately, I believed it. With hopes in head
and cash in pocket, I began my pledging experience.
It was fun for a while. I met lots of people and partied
every weekend.

I

•

After all, that's what college is for, isn't it?
The good times came to a halt when the brothers
of the fraternity believed that if they treated me like
crap, we would magically become tight friends after
four months.
It doesn't work that way! Maybe for some people
it does, but not for me.
It took until two weeks before initiation to realize
that while my pledge brothers were making strong
friends and learning new things, I was not happy.
I don't blame the system; I also don't blame myself.
Now, to all of you independents who believe members of the greek system are a l;>unch of rotte_n ,
spoiled rich kids, you are way off target.
Those of you who know nothing about, yet criticize
the system I feel are doing nothing more than flaunting your ignorance.
If you've got personal problems with greeks that's
one thing, but to downtalk the entire structure because of what you may have heard from some unreliable source is another.
The six percent of the UCF population that is greek

basically represents UCF from school spirit to Student
Government. Greeks are a major voice on campus.
On the other hand, there .is a lot to be said about
being an individual. Everyone likes to be himself,
but let's face it :-tell me who you hang out with and
I'll tell you what kind of person you are! I have heard
too many times, "Isn't such and such fraternity full
of so and so?" or "That sorority is so and so!" I don't
agree with this attitude, but hey, I don't write the
rules, I just play the game.
Did anyone ever stop to think that what's good for
one is not good for all?
_Greek life is not good for everyone, but to those
who refuse to give it a chance, well... maybe you
should. I may not be a brother, but I'll carry my
fraternity experience wherever I go.
We can all travel different paths without attacking each others' decisions. Greeks and independents,
can't we all just get along?
Whaddaya know, maybe we'll all learn to like it!

Shannon Martin is a sophomore majoring in
communications

Chris Besaw
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Snails in Canada undergoing sex change operations
DaveBarry
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
t's time for Those Amazing Canadians, the popular
feature wherein we examine the activities of our
friendly neighbors to the North and secretly wonder if
they are mixing their prescription medications again.
As you may recall, when last we checked in on the
Canadians, some .of them were in a court of law in
Ottawa, trying to induce a python to crawl into a toilet.
At the time we tho~t this was unusual, but we now
realize that lur!r..g snakes into commodes during judicial proceedings is fairly NORMAL, by Canadian standards. We base this statement on several news items
we received from alert reader Marylu Walters, who
lives in Alberta, which is one ofCanada's provinces(the
other one is "Bernice").
These news items, from The Edmonton Journal,
concern the small Alberta town of Glendon, where
there is a local food item called the "pyrogy," which is a
kind of dumpling that can be stuffed with various foods
such as cheese or sauerkraut. Pyrogys are very popular
in Glendon~ a fact that gave the mayor, Johnnie
Doonanco, an idea. See if you can guess·what his idea
was.
(Pause while you think up a pyrogy-related idea.)
OK Did you guess that Mr. Doonanco wanted to
market an electric pyrogy-maker? Or hold a pageant to
crown the Pyrogy Queen? WRONG. That kind of limited thinking shows why you're stuck with whatever
dead-end hairballjobyouhave, while Johnnie Doonanco
is mayor of Glendon.
His idea was-we are not making this up-to build
THE WORLD'S LARGEST FIBERGLASS PYROGY.
And he did it, too, by raising 62,000 Canadian dollars
via private donations and a grant from the province
government, which knows a shrewd investment opportunity when it sees one. According to the Journal, the

I

C1993 Tribune Media Services. Inc.
An Righls ReHNed

giant pyrogy is "almost nine meters high" and "weighs
roughly 2,700 kilograms." Converting thes~ figures
from the Metric System to the Normal Human System... let's see, move the decimal over and divide by the
cosine... we see that this is a large pyrogy. There's a
color photograph ofitin The Journal: It looks sortoflike
a mammoth white leech, except that the designers put
it on the tines of a huge steel fork, so that onlookers
would realize that it is in fact a tasty food item.
Thepurposeofthepyrogy, ofoourse,is to attract tourists.
"Hey,Marge!"potentialtouristsasfarawayasMobile,Ala.,
are probably remarking at this very moment. 'There's a
giant fiberglass dumpling up in rural Canada! Pack your
suitcase!" Such is the power of this type of attraction.
And that explains another Journal news item that
Marylu Walters sent us. This one concerns the small
Canadian town of Andrew, which recently, with the
help of a provincial tourism grants installed - get

ready-the world's largest fiberglass duck. The Journal says it has a wingspan of 7.2 meters and weighs
"one tonne," which is how you spell "one ton" in ·m etric.
The story quotes town manager Albert Holubowicli as
saying that the residents c ose the duck as th~r
symbol because Andrew-is near a duck sanctuary. ·
"It was either the duck or a clricken," he says, "but a
chicken has no connection or bearing to the village."
We certainly agree with that. Agiant chicken would
be ridiculous. Bl)t what we're concerned about is this:
Suppose some tourists happen to find themselves exactly halfway between Andrew and Glendon. One side
of them would be attracted by the giant duck, and the
other side would be attracted by the giant pyrogy, and
they could literally explode right there on the spot,
causing severe damage to the wheat crop. We hate to
bring this up, but ifwe didn't, we'd have to get a real job.
And there's another recent Canadian development we
feel you should know about. Many alert readers have sent
usanAssociatedPressreportthatbeginsasfollows(weare
still not making this up):
'°VANCOUVER, British Columbia-Female snails
in certain polluted coastal harbors have been turning
into males and grqwing penises, a researcher says.
Snails undergoing the change, which some scientists
thinkiscausedbytin-basedcontaminantsin the water,
have been found almost everywhere University of
Victoria biologist Derek Ellis and his colleagues looked
for them."
.
We're sure this alarming development is wreaking
havocin the snail community. Aguysnailoomeshomefrom
a hard day of sliming around, hoping to have an intimate
moment with his mate, but when she finally takes off her
shell.. YIIIBS!
We hope the Canadian authorities are doing somethlng
about this. Their most likely move, of course, would be to
build the world's largestfiberglass snail organ. You'd go up
to see it, right? We thought so. Don't drink the water.
NEXT WEEK: Results of the Bad Song Survey.
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GREEK CORNER
KAPPA DELTA
Lacies, welcome back! Lefs make this
semester a great one pledges! Get
excited-initiation is just around the
comer. We would hke to wish all frats
luck with Spring Rush.

CLUB INFO
SWAT
· Student Wellness Advocate Team is
having its first meeting Wed. 1/13 at
3:00. Our retreat is Saturday 1/16 we
will ineet at 6:00 am for more info. call
the Wellness Center at x5841 .
UCF Pro-Life Society
Volunteers wanted! Help increase
awareness & respect for life. Choose
life! Info. call Ana 281-1501 .

Moo Duk Kwan/Tae Kwon Do
Co-Ed classes now forming. Held in

Share 3bd home, fireplace, patio, etc.
with grad student. $300 381-2965.

28/28, duplex, washer-dryer, very close
to UCF, available Feb. 1, approx. $440.
365-3425.

For rent 1bec:room 1bath fully fumishedshare apt with female student-Sun Key
apts. Call 422-4481 or 679-4497 for Lisa

212 apt 1 mile from UCF. Wash/dry,
dishwasher, fans. $450. 365-7532.
1/2 duplex 2 beds/2baths, clean near
UCF Bonneville Dr. Call 382-8403.

Bedroom with private bath quiet area
20 min. to UCF 180 mo. 1/2 elect RSVP
G. Bodine 18430 Belvedere Rd. Orl. FL
32820

FOR SALE

Female roommate wanted ,$165 + 1/3
utilities. Call 823-7532.

Sabre teargas also muggerstoppers
crime prevention equipment. Call Tim
at 407-281-6923.

M/F NS needed to share 3br 2 1/2 ba
apt 1 mile from UCF starting February.
Must be responsible. 200 + 1/3 electric
and phone. Call Bobby for interview
273-4241.

Lg twin size waterbed w/sheets $85
wery comfortable call Joe 896-2338.
85 gal saltwater tank, wet dry filter, uv
sterilizer, therm, coral, stand $450 Call
679-5415.

FOR RENT
Free Apstment Finding Service .
Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc.
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282

2 complete twin beds $70 each or 2 for
$130 call SClsy x56n day or 6n-5817
evenings

· *Sherwood Forest*
312 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

Word processor: brother 3400, large
screen, 2 type styles, like
cost
$375, now $225. Call 423-0766.

the Education MPR. Tuesdays at
8:00pm and Thursdays at 7:00pm. No
experience necessary. For more info.
call 671-5406 or 380-6107.
· Lovely 29 29 ckJpl ale heat vertical
blinds washer dryer near hwy 50 & Dean
· Rd. $425 mo. $300 security. Call
SHAC
648-5136 or eve 862-3188.
Make a difference-be a part of SHAC
get involved in-campus health and wellness issues. Applications may be picked
* Hotel Service with dorm rates"
up at the Health Resource Center or For rent, Colonial DrJAlafaya Trail. $105
call x5841 for info.
per week per person, double
occupancy, free fumis~. linens, tv,
. maid service, rent. by weekly,
microwave/refrg, cable tv, phone,
laundry facility, student desk, laser bus
close by. Ask for Deborah or Betsy,
please call 273-1500.
2 FINS roommates needed to share
room in Fox Hunt. 112 mile from UCF
$160 plus 1/3 util. Call Karen· 380-9600. · For rent 2 bedroom apt. $420 a month
walking distance to UCF. 363-5636.
Female nonsmoker for 3/2 quiet home
by Fashion Sq. Mall. Pool, spa, dogs, 2 bedroom, 2 bath, washer/dryer, walk
washer/dryer. $250 & 1/3 elec. to campus. 12187 Descartes Ct. $425
896-3790.
per month call 695-3055.

ROOMMATES

Male/female to share 212 w/garage w/d
included near UGf .non-smoker nice
nei hborhood $245-& 1/2. 823-9498.

For rent 2 bedroom apt waliking
distance to UCF. Call 363-5636.
'

new,

Bunkbeds L-shape. Bought for adult
use, sturdy hardwood and mattresses
used 3 mths. Exe. cond. $175. Please
call 856-9949 eves.

AUTOS
Honda Pacific Coast motorcycle 1989
purchased new 1992 800cc water cool
shaft driven radio 2 years on service
contract $8000 new will sell $4600
x2014

Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at home.
No experience. Info 1-504-646-1700
Dept. FL-307.
Greeks & Clubs $1000 an houri
Each member of your frat, sorority,
team, club, etc. pitches in just one
hour and.your group can raise $1000
in just a few days! Plus a chance to
earn $1000 for yourself! No cost. No
obligation. 1-800-932-0528, ext. 65.
US Tracers is currently seeking
motivated students in the Orlando area
for FT and PT independent work.
(800) 886-6919.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn
$2000+/month + world travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Carribean, etc.) Holiday,
Summer, and Career employment
available. No experience necessary.
For employment program call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C5418.

RPS needs pit package handlers from
3- 7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.

Guaranteed scholarships, financial aid,
stud. loans! Scholarships Unlimited
4524 Curry Ford Rd. STE296 Orl. FL
32812 (407) 382-0789.

Hypnosis study improvement memory
test anxiety stop s(noking weight loss
excellent results 897-3834.
Gordon's Detail. Anything on wheels.
Bp. 623-4570 Hm. 657-6010.

TYPISTS
WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Babysitter-Longwood Area-mature,
exp'd take charge person. Must love
children. References and transportation necessary. Call n4-7521.

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

Job Openings

Paid positions available in the Student
Health Resource Center with the Peer
Education Out-Reach program. If you
enjoy helping issues, doing presentations for your peers, coordinating
activities and much more then apply
now! Openings include HIV-AIDS peer
educator, rape prevention peer
educator and PR/activities coordinator.
Call 823-5841 for more details or p~
up an application in the Student Health
Resource Center.
EARN EXTRA MONEY!
Deliver Valentine Flowers. Must be
reliable, have ·suitable vehicle w/ac,
good knowledge of Orlando/Winter
Park area. For appmt call 678-4616
days or 678-8269 evenings.

Car wanted. Must run well-be dependable. Can pay $400. 856-9949 eves.

HELP WANTED

SERVICES

Raise a cool $1000 in just o.ne week!
For your frat, sorority, club. +$1000 for
yourself! And a free headphone radio
just for calling 1-800-950-1037, ext. 25

Fast* Professional*Accurate
KCO INC Typing! $1.501678-6735
The Write Type 382-8679
When you want it typed right!
Word Processing. Near UCF.
366-0556
Typing!Wordprocessing. Reasonable.
WordPerfect 5.1 . BA English .
382-8599.
I

CARPOOL
I

.

Helpl-F~ide

needed to UCF from Gatlin
and Conway. \Yill pay. Please call 8569949 eves.

The business office of The Central Florida Future is currently accepting applications for the following professional positions:
Business Manager

.

This position requires a person who can supervise people as well as oversee the financial transactions and records of the newspaper. Candidates should fill out
an application at oµr business office(823-2601) and submit a resume and any letters ofrecommendation possible.
This position will be filled by February 1993 and the chosen candidate's tenure will be effective until the end of the spring semester of 1994.

Advertising Representatives

:/

There are an unlimited number of opportunities for employment in this area. Payment is made on a generous commission basis and the only requirements are
a positive and motivated personality. Prior experience in sales is obviously a plus, but is not required.

FRIENDSHIPS .
REMEMBERED ~·
Forever with A rt,Caroed

BriQg yoa bike to tbe
BIKE WORKS ll)Obile repai serviceEvery Wed)esday , 9 - 2 p-o. aaoss frOll) tl)e Wild Pizza-<JCF r.aropus

Assistant photo
editor wanted.
Looking tor experience?

Let us train you in
darkroom procedures
and film developing.

BIKE WORKS
275-3976
Sales • Service • Rental

9 10 0 E. Co Io~ i a I Dr.

: :; :·;: : :

'·· :::'-'..,.=·

ill

Call 823-6397 for·more
information.

111r111111.1hle ."\011r

Willl(C ~\JI>.

Colkgc .I> a
time of di1t0\ery, nrw
idea.1 :md making new
friends. Such a lime
dQerYCStobe

remcmbcrrd. And thcrr is
no 1.. ncr 11-:w lO hnlrl the ·
mcmmYth.1;1 ~ ordl'ring
)Ollr gr.idua1io11 ring. D~
acting promptl)' you can
acquJrt )'OUT grad11<1tion
nnga1 a special price oo~
by a1te11ding the sho~ing
al ihc lootiun ~nd !L111~
hc-lr.w.

JANUARY 19th - 22nd -- UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
10:00 AM TO 3:00 PM
DEPOSIT REQUIRED

1 - 1·:.

1 1:~!n:d 1 · ·•.....

I in for
I free
1tts
I 9with
I pur·
I chase

L _

:BRlbA''! s. '. ··

I ·. erld8Smaids;.Mother' of the Bride
I CENTRAL FLORIDAS WEDDING TRADmON s1NcE 1942.
I1---.- - - - - - - - - Fashion Square • 898-6122

I Altamonte Mall • 339-3131

_J Florida

Mall

•

855-7555

II
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Is Tampa Bay's ice melting in the Florida sun?
(

•
•

•

"·

"

Jenny Duncanson

Trace Trylko

OFFSIDES

OFFICIAL WORD

Welcome back, sports fanatics! Here we
areforthefirst"Offsides" column ofthe year
and we're back on an old topic, thanks tothe
"Official Word" ofMr. Trivial Tiylko. Midway through another wonderful season of
blood on the ice, my partner in crime still
insists the Tampa Bay Lightning and the
whole concept of hockey in the Sunshine
state is losing footing on the ice.
Au contraire! Mr. Trivial's first point is
the attendance, or sometimes Jack thereof.
True, the number of sellouts is few, but no
oneexpectedaninstantsureess. (Youknow,
just add ice?) These things take time. The
fact there have been any sellouts proves
fans exist And even when they do not sell
out, the seats are not all empty. Patience.
As for Trivial's second point, well, it's
moot I will always contend a female on the
ice was not a publicity stunt. If Tampa
thought females on the ice would draw
men, we would see scantily clad cheerleaders entertaining between periods.
As for the "problem" of identity-open
your eyes and look around Everyday an
increasing number of fans can be seen

LIGHTNING
FROM PAGES

t

ing. Offensively we just haven't
been able to get the puck into
the net;" Crisp said.
HomerinkbenefittheLightning in the second half of the
season Tampa Bay will play 24
ofitslast39gamesathome. The

sporting shirts, jackets and hats, including
the ever more popular ')>uckhead" hat
True, probably only a limited number of
Central Floridians can name many
hockey players, but with professional football, basketball, hockey and their collegiate
counterpartsallgomgon atonce,namesare
hard to remember. This is especially true
when a majority ofplayers in the National
Hockey League are foreign.
Significant indications of the success of
hockey in Florida are the many smaller
leagues whi_ch have begun in the area and
the announcement ofan expansion team in
Miami Do you think, Mr. Trivial, that if
hockeywasdyinginFloridatheNHLwould
give us two teams?
St.and and cheer, happy southerners,
hockey is here to stay.

Lightning have held their own
at Expo Hall this season, posting an 8-10 record. Tampa Bay
has not fared as well away from
the Bay area, skating to a 7-172 mark.
Wednesday night the
Lightning's long road trip coneluded in Detroit. Saturday
. night Tampa Bay will try and

The National Hockey League's Tampa
Bay Lightning have just passed the midway point in their first season on the ice.
Has it been a sureess? Definitely not In
October I trashed this rink sport, which is
most famous for the Zamboni machine. I
would like to revisit that column.
l)THENOVELTYWILLSOONWEAR nors. Nothing more to say except our favorOFF -Tampa Bay still has playoffhopes, ite female goalie has been a flop.
but the Bay area has hardly taken to the
3)1DENTITY-Quiztime,nameaLightgame our northern neighbors love. The ning player? My point has already been
Lightningdonotregularlysellout,asdothe made. These ne>-names could walk in any
firstyearOtt.awaSenators. Meanwhile, the mall and not be reoognized, except for the
Senators are 4-37-3. People flock to Expo scars and the lack of a toothy grin. Tampa
Hall to seethe bignameteams. I mean, how hasn't even broken ground on anew arena.
exciting a draw are the Winnipeg Jets? How long before they pick up their pucks,
Tampa comes home this week after a pa- skates and the Zamboni and head for
~etic road swing. I doubt the scalpers will greener, CQlder pastures? How does the
have very much to do and the peanut Milwaukee Lightning sound?
vendors will wish the circus was in town.
With the addition of an NHL team in
2)FEMALEGOAIJE &TUNT-Apol<>- Miami, Florida is now the lovable loser
giestoourfemalereaders, I know there are capital cf America. Well, enough of this, I
.a few ofyou out there, bit hockey is just not have to write animpart:i8l "SoundofLight,.
readyforawomandeflectingpucks. Tampa's · ning" oolumn.W:ish meluck"OfficialWord"
over-hyped goalie, Manon Rheaume, is readers. Until next week, remember the
languishing as a third stringer in the mi- sports beat goes on.

catch the St. Louis Blues off
guard at 7:35 p.m. at the Expo
Hall.
The St. Louis game opens a
nearlytwoweek stretchathome
for the Norris Division cellar
dwellers. The Lightning will
play seven games in a 12 day
span. Five of. the seven will be
Norri·s Division games.

Catch The Action With .Our_
Student Speclal

.

Efficiencies, 1~ 2, & 3 Bedrooms• Private Entrance• Patio/Porches• Tennis
Courts • Club House • Sparkling Pool!

--~l=~~=R~~~bf
671-2400

~~·

Mon. - Fri. 9 to 6, Sat. 9 to 4, Sun. 12 to 4
~-

Student Special
Fil-ES~ G8~~EGli'1• Friendly Atmosphere
.• Personal Training
• Computer Fitness Testing
• Co-Ed facility
s
• Free Weights
•Aerobics
• Exercise cycles
v
• Stairclimbers •Turbo Bikes
• Sprint Circuit Training
• Body Building
I
• Weight Loss
:.
I
• Wolff Suntan Bed
I
•Juice Bar
I
•Nursery
I
• Private Lockers, showers :
\.
l
M
0
I
A
N

•Graphics
combined
with calculus ·
like never before
•32 kbytes of
RAM built in
new HP 48S

•HP Equation Writer
and HP Matrix Writer
applications

ORLANDO

-

FITNESS
CONNECTION

L COLONIAL DRIVE/ STATl ROAD 5t

I
L

.·.

Recommended ...
Extra-stength
HP48!

.,
0
l

s

y
T
II

· Fl:.i HEWLETT

af!~ PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL Calculator & Computer

29-16 Corr.i~e Dr~, Ori, 898-0081

0
0
I.
D

'

N

•

0

D

D

r-----------,

•
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*FREE
ENROLLMENT WITH
ANY ANNUAL

PROGRAM
WITH THIS COUPON
STUDENTS $24.50
PER MONTH

I
I
I
I
I
I
D

I
I

___________:./

HOURS
MON-THURS

6 AM-11 PM

FRIDAY 6 AM-10 PM

SATURDAY

9 AM-8 PM

SUNDAY 12 PM-5 PM

6615 E. COLONIAL DR. • ORLANDO, FL 32807 • 658-8000

• Live Classes with experienced instructors
" Hundreds of hours of Audio review Available.
7 days a week • Evenings too!
No Nonsense Guarantee
Industry Leader - 53 years experience·i and
2 million graduates prove we've got the
expertise and resources it takes to help students
succeed
0

0

of

KAPLAN
273-7111

THE ANSWER TO THE TEST QUESTION

.·· ,,

Sports
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- the most so far this season by a UCF
opponent, but the Gents started the secCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
ond halfgoing 0 for 8 and let the Knights ,
VictorSaxtonscoredaseason-high22 slip away. Centenary's 47 three point
points and Darryl Davis added 18 as attempts set a school and TAAC record.
UCF routed the Centenary Gentlemen, The game was tied 37-all at intermis86-73 Mon. night in Shreveport, Louisi- sion, but UCF put on a 15-4 run early in
ana. The Knights improved their road the second half to go up by 12 halfway
record to 2-3 and their overall tally to 6- through the second stanza.
7. The victory marked the team's first
The margin was up to 25 points with
win this season in the Trans America six minutes to play, and the game was,
Athletic Conference, afterdroppingtheir for all practical purposes, over. The
first two league games.
Knights were able to score a flurry of
The Knights rebounded from their hid- · inside baskets to blow the game open,
eousperformanceagainstSamfordlastweek expfoitingCentenary's aggressive, manby doing just tha~ - rebounding. "Our to-man defense.
guys went to war tonight," said UCF
"Centenary doesn't let you run a lot of
Head Coach Joe Dean. "We used the offense. Theyoverplay,trapandscramble
zone defense because we knew Cente- defensively,"saidDean. "Butthatleaves
nary was going to shoot three pointers. the lane 9pen.· Ifyou can break the trap,
They didn't shoot well in the second half you're going to find open men for easy
and we were able to get the ~~d shots. layups, and that's what we did."
won toSophomore guard Jamar Comeaux
The rebounding was why
night."
scored 21 points for Centenary, but he
James Walker hauled down a season was their only player to hit double figbest 16 rebounds for UCF and scored 11 ures. . UCF held Centenary's leading
points. The Knights prevailed in the scorer and All-Conference player Nate
battle on the boards with a 43-40 re- Taylor to just two free throws.
Sinua Phillips scored 15 points for
bounding edge. The Gentlemen (5-6)
lead the TAAC in scoring (88 ppg), using UCF, including seven of nine from the
an offensive game plan that's spelled free throw line. UCFs all-time career
"boml:>-o-rama" -with an average of 21 assists leader has been hovering at the
three-point attempts per game. They 0.500 mark foul shooting this season.
did not disappoint against UCF, getting
Having played Florida A&M in the
21 three-point tries airborne in the first UCF Arena on Wednesday, the Knights
half alone, and 47 for the game. The travel to Stetson University on Monday
Centenary guns connected on 11 threes for a 7:35 p.m. game with the Hatters.
by Mike Hasselbeck

.~

we

UCF(86)
Saxton 10..13 2-5 22, Foeter5-100.010, Walker3-3 5-711, Davis &>16 5-918, Phill~po 4-9 7-915, Harper2-3 0-2 4,
Carter 3-4 0-0 6 Totals 33-59 19-32 86
Centenary (78)
Bianchi 1-10 0-0 3, Taylor0-2 2-4 2, Comeaux 9-18 2-2 23 Washington 9-18 2-2 8, Stephens 2-110-0 4, Jacobs
2-6 0-0 5, Foreman 2-5 1-3 6, Smith 2-6 0-0 5, Warren 2-6 3-4 7, Camper 2-4 0-0 6, Jaster 2-3 Q.Q 4 Totals 26·
63 10-15 73
Halftime-Cent 37 UCF 37. 3 point goals-UCF 1-5 (Davis 1-3, Mat.on 0-1, Carter 0..1) Cent 11-47(Bianchi 1-10,
Comeaux 3-7, Wahington 2-10, Stepehens 0..5, Jacobs 1-3, Foreman 1-3, Smith 1-5, Camper 2-4) Fouled outr-Cen t.
Foreman, UCF none. Rebounds-UCF 43 (Walker 16) Cent 40(Comeaux 12). Assists-UCF 16 (Davis 6) Cent
16(Stephens 4) Technical fouls-Cent. bench. Total fouls-UCF 15, Cent 24. A-2,34 7.

UCF Running Knights
1993 Basketball Schedule
January
18
at Stetson
20
Samford
26
South Florida
28
at Southern
February
1
at Charleston
3
Florida International
6
at Florida Atlantic
11
Centenary
15
at Mercer
22
Charleston
24
Southern
27
at Florida International
March
2
Stetson

Deland
UCF.Arena
UCFArena
Baton Rouge, LA

7:35 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30p.m.

Charleston, SC
UCFArena
Boca Raton
UCFArena
Macon, GA
UCFArena
UCFArena
Miami

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:45 p.m:
7:30 p.m. ·
7:30 p-.m.
8:00 p.m.

UCFArena

7:30 p.m.

UCF Lady Knights
1993 Basketball Schedule

January
16

21
23
28
30

l'ebruary
3
6

8
11
13
18
20

25
27

*Mercer
@*Stetson
@*Florida International
*College of Charleston
*Georgia State
Floridl! Atlantic#
@*Southeastern Louisiana
Louisiana Tech
New Orleans#
@*Mercer
*Stetson
*Florida International
@*College of Charleston
@*Georgia State

7:30p.m.
5:15p.m.
5:15p.m.
7:30p.m.
- 7:30p.m.
5:15p.m.
6:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
5:15p.m.
5:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
5:15p.m.
5:15p.m.

All home games are played in the UCFArenaand are.free to students with a validated l.D.
• Trans America Athletic Conference
# doubleheader with men's team

·

"Hey Dennis-Simon didn't say to touch your toes!Now you have
to sit out of the game." <DeHoogtFuruRE}

Lightning hit the skids,
·drop to last ht standings
preseason predictions.
The Lightning have already surpassed
the
first season victory totals of the exSOUND OF LIGHTNING
pansion Washington Capitals and New
The Tampa Bay Lightning have lost York Islanders. They are only two victoseven of eight games on their current ries shy of matching San Jose's 17 first
road trip. They have not played a home season wins last season.
game since Dec. 20. Monday night's 4-2
Tampa Bay's offense, which has dried
loss at Toronto dropped Tampa Bay to up lately, has been bolstered by the sur15-27-2 and a last place standing in the prising play of Brian Bradley. Bradley's
Norris Division. All of this recent failure 32 goals have pushed him into the top 10
does not overshadow the fact the Light- scoring leaders in the National Hockey
ning have far exceeded expectations and League. The Lightning are competitive
have been a tremendous surprise on the in nearly every game. Most losses are by
ice.
a slim margin. A fact which continues to
Few hockey enthusiasts would have frustrate Lightning coaches is 12 oftheir
thought the Lightning would still be 27 defeats have been by only one goal.
clinging to playoff hopes this late in the
Lightning Head Coach Terry Crisp
season. The flip side of the expansion can see some light at the end of this road
coin, the Ottawa Senators, have scored trip from hell.
only 98 goals enroute to four wins. Much
"We're gonna have some tough ones.
to the delight of devoted Lightning fans, These guys just keep working and workTampa Bay is not exactly living up to
LIGHTNING continued page 7
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Clinton Whitehouse,
·the··year of the cat
Hthe big cat is prosperous, will we be also?
1992 was a good year for cats.
Cats on campus. homeless as of the Nixon administration, are starting to be fed, nursed and such, benefiting
from a program initiated a while ago by a number of kind.
caring individuals. Moreover, these cats now have a
famous colleague in Washington.
And that is good. It is particularly good for the family of
yellow-striped cats, thin and frail, that sat on the abandoned wooden barrel by the back of the Central Florida
Future office.
The family, a mother and two kittens. are probably fine
and fed. and basking in the glow of their presidential
colleague, Socks. Although no Socks have been fed,
nursed. or such on campus. A mostly cursory, allegedly
fictitious, and dashingly handsome investigation has revealed that on-campus Socks are happy and contented
and basking in the glow of being promoted to the grammatical rank of first-person pronoun in the hollowed halls
of the White House, and in the hollow depths of the
Presidential Kitty Utter, but hopefully not in the hollowed
and expensive fibers of the Presidential Living Room Rug.
And that is good. Also good is ttle JX>em celebrating the
Presidential Cat, written and read by Mr. Garrison Keilor
on New Year's Eve, at 7 p.m., on CNN.
What, asked Keilor, would a cat like Socks want?
Good meals and a good bed, basically.
That is what Socks asked for, in Keilor' s poem: he also

asked to be left alone. Fame doesn't appeal to him.
Goocl>ye, paparazzi, said Socks, with good reason:
Socks is a cat.
No nonsense, no fuzz. And no slobber or slavery, for
that matter. Cats are not dogs. Cats will not love.you
simply because you feed them, though they will strenuously insist on being fed. Cats do not forgive little things,
and they will not tolerate big things. Cats watch and
watch and watch.
So does Socks. Socks, for all his cuteness and
charisma, is an observer. And an eater. And a sleeper.
But those last two attributes are irrelevant.
The point is, cats are observers; dogs are not.
Socks may have a lot to say about the Clinton
household, or he may not.
Millie may have said something about her owners, or
she may not have.
Nineteen-ninetytwo has been a good year for cats,
and '93 promises to be an equally prosperous year. The
future for people is a little muddled as of now, but it looks
good. It looks a lot better than what it was, anyway. Just
as long as Socks doesn't publish an autobiography and
rack up royalties. Hopefully, he'll be too drowsy and
stuffed to care.
And, if we're lucky, so will we.
• jJan martinez
central florida future
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B-Side's top ten film picks for 1992
and 21 minutes are anything but dull. west mythology. There are no heroes Good Men" - Rob Reiner, Tom Ouise.
take a look at this critic's top 10 films of This film is the proof that Lee is not just here. only guys who have less sin on Demi Moore and Jack Nicholson tearl4> the
screen in this good COlltroom drama. It also
1992.
a black filmmaker ... he is a gifted film- their souls than others. Instead of glori
1. "The Waterdance "-While it may maker.
fying the western, "Unforgiven" wraps turns out to be one of the biggest audience
not sound like the most entertaining film
4. "Husbands and Wives" -Woody it in pain and guilt. .. a rather bleak out- pleasers of the year. No doubt about it, this is
of the year, this charming story of Allen has been a haphazard filmmaker look. Not so bleak as to prevent this film Jack's year for a supporting Oscar nod.
10. "Bad Lieutenant" and "Reservoir
paraplegics in a rehab hospital, turned over the past 10 years, but with this film from sweeping the Oscars ... maybe.
out to be a real winner. Starring Wesley he recaptures his glory days. Showing
7. "The Player" - Director Robert Dogs"-Even though Ihaven'tseeneitherof
Snipes, EricStoltzandWilliam Forsythe, the humor in every aspec~ of rel a.:~®::~
Altman does a good job deflowering these films, they still make the year's top 10
this true story gives us the year's most .tionships is H&W's strongest ~~,~~'iii::=:·. - Hollywood in this satire/murder list. Both films stcrbad boy Har.let Keitel and
.,~~;~
··~%1:::::..
mystery/ movie within a movie. both of them deal with subject matter that is,
endearing and believable characters. assets. The scene where
·==
.,~~~~k..
Led by a smug Tim Robbins, tosaytheleast, lllsavory... uniessofCCU"Se
"The Waterdance" also answers that middle-age Sydney Pollack
~·,:~:~\l::,., "The Player" stomps on drug addiction, masturbation and the rape
pesky question: How to have sex with a drags his 20-year-old girl- ,~Ji::
leaky colostomy bag in the way.
.·:·:·~)l~i
.4)~~' everything Hollywood and murder of nuns is your cup of tea. Drink
friend out of a party be- "'=:~;jlh.
2. "Glengarry Glen Ross"- Direc- causeshewastalkingabout
·:=~i!liih:,. ~~.::·==:...ii~rh~ ,:4:::<'
stands for: the sequel, sex, up.
Runners up-- "A League of Their Own,"
:·=·=Tiovie stars and movie stutor James Foley and screenwriter David astrology a little too fervent!~ "
..
:Jios. lsitanywonderthatjust "Singles," "One False Move," "Light
Mamet show us the desperation of the is a riot. This is the bes
working man. Set in a real estate sales original screenplay of the
about every celebrity in the Sleeper" and "Scent of a WorPan."
free world does a cameo in this film?
office during a 24-hour period, Al Paci no, year.
• david j. shoulberg
Jack Lemmon, Ed Harris and Alan Arkin
5. "Deep Cover"- An unlikely
8."Aladdin"-Wrthoutquestion,thisis
staff writer
turn in some of the best ensemble work choice, but none the less this film slinked the single most enjoyable film of the year, not
in recent memory. Look for this film to into the top 10 with smooth direction by to mention the fact that it's another jewel in
pick up an Oscar nomination or two.
Bill Duke and quirky acting on the part of the Disney crown of animation. Robin Wil3. "Malcolm X " - Spike Lee has Jeff Goldblum, not to mention Larry liamspullsallthestopsasafrenziedgenieand
finally proven that he can make an epic Fishburn's roll as an on edge under- helps to k e e p . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - movie Hollywood style, and he does it cover cop, who would rather be a crimi- the film moving
better than most recent bio-pics. Eniiv- ~Md~~~
6. "Unforgiven"~ Leave it t() Clint nari!yfunny.
ened by Denzel Washington, who is a
stunning Malcolm, this film's three hours Eas~ood to completely re-invent old
9. "A Few

As the race for the Oscar begins let's
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QC COMPUTER
aka SHAREWARE-TO-GO OF ORLANDO

DISCOUNTED COMPUTER BOOKS, ACCESSORIES,
PRINTER RIBBONS, CABLES, ETC.
DISCOUNTED SOFfWARES, AS LOW AS U.22

EXTRA DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS & FACULTIES

TEL: 679-3551
2721 N. FORSYTH ROAD, WINTER PARK

ORLANDO
RECORD
CONVENTION
SATURDAY, JANUARY 23, 1993
10:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

UNIV. OF CEN. FLA. ARENA
Alafaya Trail & Univ. Blvd.
( 407) 823-3070

WE NEED SOMETHING EXCITING TO RALLY AROUND:
COULD PROVIDE THAT SOMETHING.

lml

1000's of LP"s & CD's For Sale
Oldies, Punk, Jazz, Rock, Metal, Soundtracks,
New Wave, etc., both New and Used.
Plus Posters, T·Shlrts, Buttons, 45's & Cassettes.

AD.MISSION $2.00
For more information: (407) 282-9540
(904) 371-4350 Gainesville (dealers)

DEADLINE:
January 29, 1993

DROP·OFF POINTS:

fll...-"t*K,

..

fll...-"tff$,

..

" ' . February 22, 23, 24

"'

UCF Library • Student Government

Address questions to Chris Marlin at 823-2191.

~

January 14, 1993•-F aG
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Baltimore Waltz' a funny look at a serious subject

Using a spare stage and small cast as well as a soundtrack tries to adapt to her condition at the same time he desper·
that sounded like a Philip Glass opera, Theatre Downtown ately attempts to locate a cure through a series of quack
is currently presenting "The Baltimore Waltz" by Paula doctors and chemists, one who turns out to be an old friend
Vogel.
Calso played by Sophos).
Directed by UCF theater professor James Cali, this
Throughout the play, Anna fabricates and constructs an
· production also uses no less than six UCF students either entire world which is little more than a fiction resulting from
on-stage or in its production crew.
her own sense of guilt.
"We were real happy about getting UCF involved," said
By the end of the show, however, the audience discovers
Tom Sherohman of Theater Downtown's board of direc- a ghastly truth as the deceased sibling returns to join the
tors.
other for one last waltz.
·
It was help that was probably most welcome following
Funny yet brutal, "The Baltimore Waltz"becomes a.
the massive and intricate production of "The Grapes of powerful personal statement of the effects that AIDS can
Wrath" which the group used to close out 1992.
have on the survivors as well as its victims.
With five actors and only three speaking parts - led by
While the subject matter is not one of enjoyment. this
UCF student Mandy Ratliff, "The Baltishow certainly is.
more Waltz" is pla)'\'Vright Vogel's horn- ~
In particular, Sophos' acting is of
age to her brother Cari, a young man
particularmerit. Heplaysatleastahalf-dozen
who died of pneumonia in Baltimore's ~.r Info
parts, switching personalities as quickly as
Johns Hopkins Hospital after becoming ~ he does costumes. Looking like a combinaHIV-positive in the rnid-80s.
tion of Paul Reisner, Dustin Hoffman and
lnthestory,Anna<Ratliffi, anelemenPeter SeUers, Sophos even reincarnates
tary school teacher, is informed by a
Sellers' Dr. StrangebVe at the end of the
doctor <Scott Sophos) that she is the
show, right down to the rebellious arm that
victim of Acquired Toilet Disease, a reforces a urine sarrpe down the doctor's
cently-discovered and deadJy diseasethroat.
And speaking of Dr. Strangelo'1e,
passed along by lawer graders via toilet
Vogel's
writing
contains a good number of
seats.
.Her brother, Carl CDouglass
that film's elements within its sc!l>t: specifiChristensen), has been released from
cally bodily fluids and paranoid pub!ic offtcials,alongwithinanebureaucratic respor)ses
his own educational position for openly
a::knowledging his homosexuality and
to an emergency sltuatiOn.
C~ members top to bottom: Soott Sophos, Mandy
suggests that the two of them travel
Another aspect of interest in the
Ratliff and Douglass Christensen eeurt~i /!heater oowniDWn)
through Europe in search of a possible cure and to allow production is the sound work of Greg Mikesell, one of the
many UCF students in on this production. While some of the majority-although they may be the ones who need to-see
Anna to see the world before passing on.
Using nothing more than moveable chests and barriers, background soundtrack is suggested in the script, most of it most.
the cas~ travels through European hotels, hospitals and it was his own concept and runs the gamut from Vivaldi to
One word of warning, however: "The Baltimore Waltz" is a
cities by way of train and foot.
"Ring Around the Rosie" to the Mission Impossible continuous play, so visit the facilities before taking your seat.
·
Anna simultaneously moves through the "six stages" of soundtrack .
But remember: Squat, don't sit.
terminal illness patients <denial, anger, etcJ. discovering a
An engrossing piece of entertainment, "The Baltimore
• bi!! cushing
seventh stage - lust. At the same_time, Cari desperately Waltz" is not for the fainthearted or members of the moral
editor in chief

Armed Ducks 1 Love' improv Sterling phreaks outwith new book
At $5 a ticket C$4 for students), the Armed
Duck Theater ~ny's production of "For
the Love ofAngelina" is a good value, with onethird more laughs than a movie. That is what the
~ny says about itself, anywcry, in their
press pack But they're wrong.
This production packs at least three or
four times more laughs than a movie. And
that's only when they' re warming up.
Improvisational in nature, this theater
company has enough material to put most
film comedies to shame. Their routine is
slick, fresh, fast and funny. They begin with
a series of improvisation exercises, which
warm up both the actors and the audience.
Here's an example: the group must improvise a story based on a site and an object,
both suggested by members of the audience. When I was there, the site was Toledo
and the object was a hanging plant basket.
A story developed. In the course of it, they
painted a bus (invisible), spun it Cspin art),
drank draft beer out of the imaginary keg,
spread the holy message of the Partridge
family in the streets of Toledo, made plant
art, .painted it, spun it and worshipped a
hanging beer-spitting plant that sprouted
out of the ground. ltwas all very silly, butthey
made it work. It was funny. Really, really
funny.
In another warm-up routine, one of the
audience members asked a question, which
one of the actors, playing an expert-oneverything, answered. This is how it went. ..
AUDIENCE MEMBER <and a rather silly
one, at that>: "If you're canoeing across the
Grand Canyon, and you get a flat tire, how
many pancakes does it take to fix it, true or
false?"
ACTOR: "Now, did you say across or

down?"
AUDIENCE MEMBER: "Across."
ACTOR: "Well, what you're really asking
is whether you 'II have a boyfriend tomorrow
and the answer is yes. It takes skill to
decipher the code."
Afterthewann-up routine, the Armed Duck

TheatreCorrl>8nybegins itSprocluction of" For
theL.oveofAngelina." "Angelina" isaCarto6na
d'eU Arte. And a Cartoona d'ell Arte sounds
exactly like what it is: a cartoon. Things happen
at the same frantic pace that anyone overat the
old Warner Brothers studio might have made
them happen. A love story, "Angelina" is a
comedy of errors, kind of, similar to the ."Marriage of Figaro" in that everybody wants to
sleep with everybody else. Sort of.
The plot relies on w€l~rehearsed comedy
routines, but it is also baded with i~rovisa
tional elements. "For the Love of Angelina" iS
very funny. Its villains are of the Bmer Fudd,
Wile E. Coyote type and its heroes are most
deflnitely of the Bugs Bunny, underdog type.
Only you'd never c~tch Bugs cracking a joke at breasts or bestiality, or any other
naughty words, or naughty acts, or naughty
bits, for that matter.
The central figures are two lovebirds who,
despite their kindness and beauty, are hopelessly and hilariously stupid. The Armed Duck
Theatre Company awroaches the material
with a great sense of humor and a remarkable
feel fortiming. The cast is talented, playing all of
the characters straight or tongue-in-cheek,
depending on what the plot calls for. Given the
plot, it should come as no surprise that the
characters are played, for the most part, in a
tongue-in-cheek fashion. Everyone from the
pervertedfather, the sleazy lawyer, the steamy,
sleazy mother, the airhead hero, his faithful,
cunning servant, to the airhead heroine and her
faithful, cunning servant is hilaoous.
TheArmed Duckiheatreeorr.:>anyhas set
up shop in Orlando. Their production. "For the
Love of Angelina," can be seen for $4 at the
Enzian Theater, Jan. 14, 15 arrl 16, at 11 :30
p.m., t1Jht after the movie "Peter's Friends."
"For the Love of Argelina" can also be seen at
the Theater DowntO'M1, Jan. 22 and 23 at 11
p.m., and Jan. 25 at 8 p.rn.
Go see it.
• juan martinez
central florida future

Most people ~ould look at the word
"phreak" andassumeitwassomequasiliterate person's attempt at spelling
"freak.... But to members of the digital
underground, the word has an entirely
different meaning.
"In The Hacker
Crackdown," Bruce
Steriing examines the
comp~ter underworld,
QQ
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tobewhitemiddle-class
teenage boys with funny haircuts and
high SAT scores).
Hackers, so they are called, break into
computer systems electronically. Most
of the time they are just out to explore,
but sometimes they have malicious intent - such as when one 16-year-old
hackerreprogrammedaphonecompany
computer to reroute calls going to West
Palm Beach's probation office to a New
York phone sex number.
Or, sometimes, they will go further.
On Jan. 15, 1990, AT&T' s long distance
network crashed. Fornine hours, millions
of AT&T customers' phones were useless.Hackers,AT&Tandthegovemment
though, were to blame.
_
Thatwasit: somethinghadtobedone.
Hackers had to be eradicated. And thus,
the Hacker Crackdown - Operation
Sundevil - began.
Sterling spends quite a bit of time
pointing out how, interestingly enough,
the Secret Service Cwhich investigates
computer crimes) and the FBI spent a
great deal of time, in true government
fashion, investigating people who were
of little or no threat to security, and who

many times were innocent, like, for
example, John Bartow, a Grateful Dead
lyricist
Sterling also gives the reader anotherperspectivefromthelawenforce- ment community. To them, Hackers
are dangerous because
they could, quite possibly, shut down a number
of vital services, such as

FA CT S

little about computers.
Probably because of that. he does not
lose the reader in endless jargon. He
does a very good job of explaining how
it is possible to tum a home computer
intosomethingcapableofshuttingdown
one of the nation's largest companies.
It is not the technical aspects of the
book which make it interesting, but
rather the aspects of a subculture that
revolves around technology and explaiting it-15and16year-olds, often
too smart for their own good, realizing
the. incredible amount of power they
wield with a computer. For on a cornputer, they are no longer a scrawny,
awkward looking teen; for once they
infiltrate a computer system, they hold
its owner helpless.
On a more negative side, "The
Hacker Crackdown" is not incredibly
well written. Sterling, who is mainly a
science fiction author, has an annoying
tendency to skip around with the material. But he does tell a good story, filled
with information that is both scary, interesting and definitely worth reading.
• dave bauer
central florida future

Writers
Wanted.

Arbour Village Apartn1ents
Arbour Village... Nature's Beauty Surrounds You.

Bring. Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

• Professional management
•Exercise Room

Belz· Factory
ou·t1ei world
Mall 2
363-4670

eas:

•

• 2 laundry facilities
.2 swimming pools

QUTLET

We are looking for students
Interested In sharpening
their writing skills In all ar-

The freshness of country living with the convenience of
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just
walking distance to UCF.

•news

.oversized walk-in closet$
.Small pets accepted ·
• Volleyball/ 2 tennis courts
•Sauna

•features
•sports
• oplnlon/ec:thorlal

All students
welcome.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

Call 823-6397 for
further information.

11600 MacKay Boulevard • Orlando, Florida 32826

( 407) 282-7333

10% $tudent discount on regular merchandise with UCF ID
·~ -··

r------------Welcome back
UCF students!
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One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom·
apartments in East Orlando.
$299 moves you in!
limited Time Only!

If you're new on campus, you may have
/

noticed that other students spend a lot of
time at Kinko's. Come into Kinko's
this month 'to receive these great
specials. These coupons can be
used together!

•Sand Volleyball
•Basketball
• Free Basic Cable Service
•Washer/ Dryer Available
•Shuttle Buses Available

From University Boulevard,
head north on Alafaya Trail
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard.
Turn right and we are just
ahead on the left.

Alafaya Woods lvd.
Unive.rsfty Blvd.

•

I
I
I
I

Bring this coupOn into the Kinko's listed and receive
self-serve, single-sided, 8112" x 11" black and white
copies on 20 lb. white bond for just 3¢ each. One
coupon per customer. Good through '2128/93.

I
I
••
the copy center
I A
I ------------- .
I
I
I

kinko•s·

50% off

( 407) 365-8388
• Wmdows in Every Kitchen
• Screened Patio
• 3 Swimming Pools
•Tennis
•Racquetball

!_3¢ copies

Macintosh® rental

Bring this coupon.into the Kinko's listed and receive
50% off in-store, self-serve Macintosh computer
rental time and laser prints. One coupon per customer.
Good through '2128/93.

12215 University Blvd.
(Across from UCF)

·
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SHAMROCI< BEVERAGE
B e e r, Wine ; L iq -u or, _Mixers, Cigarettes and Kegs
l~ported

I

•

\

-

Pusser·s
Finlandia
Rum
Vodka
Reg. $18.99

Party Pack

.

.

Busch Bud
Light

_-Regular, Light & Dry

Reg. $19.99

$ 49 $ 99
750ml
Located in University Shoppes
Shopping Center Across from
UCF in between Kinko's and
UCF Credit Union.

750ml
Hours:
Monday - Thursday 10 - 1 am
Friday & Saturday 10 - 1:30 am
Sunday 1 pm - 8 pm

SHAMROCK BEVERAGE "UCF's PARTY STOREI"

99 $ 39
suitcase

6pack
. Specials Good Thru 1/20

12223 University Blvd.

823-9370

.

